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CEO Message…
I write this intro to our June newsletter

Neil Geary would normally have been setting

in somewhat of a loss for words, a place

the stage for the structure and content

that I am rarely in.

and the make-up of this quarterly pitch;
something he did with ease and naturally
made it flow…
For those unaware, Neil Geary was a member
of the CeraPhi advisory board and founderround investor in the business, and, more
importantly, a very close family friend
who sadly passed on the May 10th in his
hometown of Galveston, Texas.
Neil will be greatly missed and, sitting
here writing this, I am sure he is giving his
inspiration in soldiering on to get something
great out for our readers.
So, I would like to dedicate this issue of
EnerGeo to Neil.

Cornelius Thomas Geary IV

Karl Farrow – CEO
CeraPhi® Energy

CeraPhi investigating
Well Reuse for
Third Energy’s Clean
Energy Transition
CeraPhi Energy is working with Third Energy UK to

CeraPhi CEO Karl Farrow said:

investigate reusing its non-producing gas wells for
geothermal energy.

“This is a step change approach and to look at energy
transition differently using older non-productive oil and gas

Third has turned to CeraPhi Energy’s expertise and proprietary

assets to produce clean energy and help the decarbonisation

technology to assess the viability and commercial potential of

process.

repurposing wells at its North Yorkshire sites.
“We have been discussing this with Third for more than nine
Results of our feasibility and conceptual studies could be

months and it’s a great example of clean energy transition by

game-changing for geothermal‘s role in the energy transition

an operator who can see a clear benefit and wants to lead by

and have a revolutionary impact on the UK onshore oil and gas

example.”

sector’s late life and ‘orphaned’ wells.
Russell Hoare, Third managing director said:
Feasibility and conceptual studies for reusing the wells will
start next month, initially looking at MN4, KM3 and KM8 wells

“We have been assessing the possibility of repurposing our

in the Vale of Pickering under the new head of terms signed

wells for geothermal energy and other uses for more than a

with Third.

year now, and as a continuation of the feasibility work already
completed, we are excited to be engaging with CeraPhi on

The CeraPhi team’s focus will be on assessing the wells’

these specific projects with a view to developing those assets

development potential for our patented technology

for the Net Zero future.”

CeraPhiWell™, a closed loop downhole heat exchanger that
draws up subsurface heat to be used for different applications

Third Energy’s aim is to diversify its existing power generation

for scalable baseload energy including:

assets and develop new sources of energy consistent with the
UK Government’s Net Zero 2050 targets.

> Direct heat for agriculture
> Residential heating/cooling
> Downhole green hydrogen production
> Incorporation of heat pumps for enhanced
heat recovery
> A combination of heat and power
CeraPhiWell™ is at the heart of CeraPhi’s strategy to de-risk
geothermal energy scale-up using end-of-life and nonproducing oil and gas wells and prove the “huge commercial
potential” for geothermal energy production to achieve the
500GW of additional geothermal energy in the next 30 years
in line with Paris 2050 Climate Accord for carbon reduction.

Mr Farrow said: “A baseload energy working alongside
other renewables like wind and solar will make a significant
contribution towards carbon reduction target. Also, repurposing
oil and gas wells represents a new tool for the management of
plugging and abandonment obligations and liabilities.
“Geothermal energy production is simply the use of heat
and the heat is everywhere. We know from oil and gas
that the deeper you drill the hotter it gets and so the right
temperatures can be accessed anywhere.”

Endorsing
UK for
Deep Geothermal

As part of a government awareness strategy, REA

For this to be achieved, we have to go through a similar

(Renewables Energy Association), has asked CeraPhi

process as we did for offshore wind and solar and feed in

Energy and other associated partners from Geothermal

tariffs. Subsidised scalability needs to be put in place to enable

Energy Advancement Association (GEAA) to endorse

an industry to be established and transitioning jobs from a

a government- focused awareness paper about the

hard hit Oil & Gas sector into this clean energy evolutional

changes and applicational aspects of deep geothermal

process taking the lessons learnt from Oil & Gas to help reduce

and its positioning in the UK.

costs for future plants and, in turn, the cost of delivering
energy will fall significantly with technology and advancement

REA is leading the industry campaign to secure a long-term

in systems like our CeraPhiWell™, a proprietary solution being

future for deep geothermal development here in the UK under

developed by CeraPhi Energy.

the Renewable Heat Initiative (RHI). The potential for deep
geothermal used to heat homes and buildings is significant.

Read full report here:

This campaign seeks to convince the UK government

www.r-e-a.net/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Deep-

to provide support to ensure that the future of heat de-

Geothermal-Energy-Opportunities-for-the-UK.pdf

carbonisation is not through electrification, but from using the
direct heat trapped underground, which can provide energy for
billions of years.

New Industry & Academic Association
to Focus on
Advocacy for Geothermal Energy
CeraPhi is leading the way to advancing

Other founder members include UK Oil & Gas PLC,

geothermal by becoming the first founding

Durham Energy Institute, The Heat Academy, Institute

Member of the Geothermal Energy Advancement

of Americas, Future Energy Partners, University of

Association (GEAA), which officially launched in

Manchester, Geolog Group, Coeus Energy, Teyshas

mid-April as a not-for-profit stakeholder-driven

Energy, TelosNRG, GeoServ and Halliburton.

association that advocates increased investment
in, and awareness of, this sustainable source
for zero-carbon power, electricity, heat and hot

Find out more on joining GEAA - Geothermal Energy

water.

Advancement Association

www.geothermal-advancement.com/
GEAA aims to promote geothermal’s future role and
the necessary policy and legal frameworks needed to
accelerate its use. It is open to all those interested in
advancing geothermal energy and its role in helping
transition to a Net Zero world using less petroleum.
Geothermal energy is an abundant, constant, clean
renewable energy source that is present naturally
underground everywhere on planet Earth. It can be
accessed via boreholes to provide a reliable, stable,
24/7, zero carbon emission energy baseload for power
generation and heating, both for on-grid and offgrid standalone projects. It is totally independent of
weather.

Geothermal has a very small surface footprint, has no
direct carbon emissions and does not consume large
amounts of finite mineral resources. Geothermal can
also utilise existing petroleum industry subsurface
and engineering skills, infrastructure, technology, and
boreholes.

Chris Sladen – CeraPhi® Energy

Geothermal Energy
Unlocking Heat
Beneath Our Feet WEBINAR
Q&A Example
George Barber – Terra Energy & Resources
Q: How are you understanding the subsurface prior to
drilling? What depths are you drilling down to?
Per Gwalter – CeraPhi Energy Chief Projects Officer

If you missed the opportunity to join us on April
29th for our Ask CeraPhi Q&A moderated by Beth
Suckling, an Arkwright Engineering Scholar from
the University Technical College Norfolk (UTCN),
the full webinar is online here
https://bit.ly/3vv6aLl

A: Ideally, we do remote sensing before the first
well and, of course, data mining of any offset data
from wells in the region. We see the maximum
depths as 13km but 99% will be <7km with 50%
of these being <3km, all of which have been done
safely by the Oil & Gas sector drilling specialists for
many years. As our CeraPhiWell is not dependant

More than 165 people joined April’s first webinar from
Europe, Americas, Africa, Middle East and Asia Pacific.
We intend this to be the first of many and will be
opening our doors to the inside world of CeraPhi as we
continue our journey of delivering sustainable baseload
energy growth.
So many questions were asked to the panel, we will
hold another webinar next month, on July 7, to answer

on geological formation, we only have to reach
temperatures that we require in a vertically-drilled
depth, reducing risk and drilling and making this a
‘Geothermal anywhere’ solution.

Sign up here for our next webinar, Geothermal All Your Questions Answered, on July 7th.
https://bit.ly/3iGnjPA

all those questions left unanswered in April.

Webinar
Geothermal Energy
your questions answered

SPE Roll of Oil &
Gas in Geothermal
Andy Wood
CeraPhi Energy Sub
Surface Manager.

Presentation to the Society of Petroleum
Engineers (SPE) about Geothermal and
the Energy Transition.
I was lucky enough to present to the SPE on the subject
of Geothermal and the Energy Transition on June 2.

Geothermal
and the
Energy
Transition

I would like to thank Gabrijel Grubac of SPE Romania for
taking the lead on coordinating the session.
This occasion was the first instance these four SPE
chapters collaborated in providing an audience for a single
coordinated presentation.
Nearly 140 registrants signed up for the presentation. On
the day people from 20 countries joined to hear about the
Energy Transition and CeraPhi Energy’s role.
Because the audience was predominantly from the Oil
& Gas industry, the questions were an interesting mix
of economic and technical. Additionally, there was big
interest in how to make the personal transition from Oil
& Gas to Renewable Energy. There were also questions
about transferable skills.
Many of those in the audience were unfamiliar with
geothermal technology. My presentation covered the
main differences between the CeraPhi Energy single well,
closed-loop, zero emissions solution and the traditional
two well Enhanced Geothermal System (EGS).
The most beneficial factor when comparing CeraPhi
solutions to EGS is that we mitigate risk. Technical risk
removed from the equation makes projects a great deal
more attractive to investors than the older approach.

CeraPhiWell™

Enhanced Geothermal Systems

Vertical
Fewer Meters Drilled
Long-Life
Low Exploration Risk
No Fracking / Stimulation
Simple
Retrofitted to Failed Wells
No Reservoir Required (Simple)
Lower Running Costs
Extended Well Life

Deviated
Greater Measured Depth
Limited Subsurface Life
High Exploration Risk
Stimulation Required
Complex
Failure = Costly Abandonment
Reservoir Required (Complex)
High Running Costs
+/-30 Year Well Life

Something else which gathered enthusiasm from this Oil
& Gas audience was the CeraPhi Energy CoProWell. The
engineers in the audience were especially curious about
our ability to drill a geothermal well in an existing Oil &
Gas field, complete it as a geothermal combined heating
and power solution, then sidetrack the same well to an
Oil & Gas target and produce geothermal energy and oil or
gas from the same wellhead. This solution is particularly
elegant as it provides zero C02 energy to the Oil & Gas
production facility, helping the operator achieve its net
zero targets.

rather than decomissioning induced a few questions.
Turning a liability into an asset using CeraPhiWell
repurposing clearly induced curiosity.

Additionally, CeraPhi Energy’s ability to repurpose
uneconomic Oil & Gas wells and failed geothermal wells
gained a great deal of focus. The idea of repurposing

Whatever the challenge or opportunity, CeraPhi has
the geothermal solution. It was great to be able to
communicate this message to the SPE.

There were also questions about costs. I highlighted that
repurposing existing wells is the most cost-effective
solution as the wells have already been drilled. It is also
important to note bespoke CeraPhi geothermal provides
a baseload energy at a price which competes favourably
with other renewable energy types, which can be
inefficient if the weather is not in their favour.

CeraPhi
Energy CEO
Earth Repairian
Eco Warrior
CCO Woody Welsh
Woody Welch is a well-known Texan, the founder

The podcast covers topics of climate change,

and Chief Creative Officer of Earth Repairian

sustainability and the environment from the

Media, whose mission is to bring building a

perspective of the CeraPhi CEO and how some

sustainable planet through his career as a

of these challenges are being addressed by

producer in digital medial, capturing moments in

the company.

time through stills and motion pictures.
The full podcast is available here:
While successfully navigating avenues of
photojournalism, big brand advertising such as Tesla,
Dell, Toyota and Siemens, to name a few, Woody has
maintained an unwavering commitment to doing
what is best for Mother Earth and all her inhabitants.

https://bit.ly/3xvY1Yx

The Benefit of our Retrofit Sustainable
Energy Solution - CeraPhiWell™
Our mission is to develop projects that exploit the

Our vision was to design a solution that could be deployed

versatile applications of geothermal energy. These

to repurpose and revitalise existing Oil & Gas wells for

different applications can be seen at a glance in our

geothermal, for envisioned projects of new platforms and

‘energy cascade’ diagram illustrating how geothermal

other renewable approaches.

can be used for power production, combined heating
and/or cooling and water desalination, to produce green

CeraPhiWell proprietary patents cover the design and

hydrogen production, food drying, agriculture and

installation of a downhole heat exchanger system using

aquaculture.

existing technologies in a new way.

To achieve this versality, we designed our patented

CeraPhiWell’s flexibility recovers heat energy from the sub

CeraPhiWell. The solution came from our years of Oil & Gas

surface for commercial use anywhere in the world.

experience, blending engineering and science to produce an
integrated solution for scalable modular energy infrastructure

It can also be used as a fallback or insurance policy for wells

that can be used for a range of different applications.

that fail to produce as expected. Rather than embarking on
costly well abandonment, CeraPhiWell’s retrofit architecture
can be installed into these wells to bring commercial return.

To de-risk a development’s feasibility and bankability

CeraPhi Energy illustrates clear economic and social benefits

and ensure every project is commercially viable, we

of a scaled approach to baseload energy.

developed CeraPhiPro Project Modelling Software.
Scalable strategies bring long-term mezzanine funding
It enables delivery of smaller modular and scalable

alongside impactful cost reductions to project development,

distributed geothermal energy units commercially as “plug

as well as sustainable growth, de-risking and mitigation.

and play” solutions without the need for costly transmission
and distribution systems.

0.5 MWe

1 MWe

5 MWe

Power
Heating
Cooling
Mobility
Agriculture
Aquaculture
Hydrogen
Desalination
Mineral Extraction

Energy

Water

Food

%

O

Key Strategic Benefits
from Geothermal Energy
Clean Energy

Jobs, Training. Skills Development
Strategic Partner in CeraPhi

1 MW of new installed Green

Energy with Mandated Net 0

Energy has the potential to

Carbon 2050 Goals, meeting

create up to 50 Direct and

Government set targets for

Indirect Jobs

clean energy transition

Food Independence

100%

ECO
FRIENDLY

Net Carbon 0 Reduction

Developing sustainable

Support reduction in carbon

agriculture and aquaculture

emissions to comply with Paris

through 100% eco-friendly

2050 agreements

100%

ECO
FRIENDLY

systems creating jobs, and new
business sectors

100%

Transportation Green Hydrogen

DLY

Transportation Electric Vehicles

ECO
FRIENDLY

Development of off-grid fuels

Development of off-grid

from geothermal as feedstock

charging hubs for commercial

for commercial mobility

and domestic electric vehicle

through green hydrogen to

mobility to meet aggressive

meet ambitious emission

emissions targets

targets

100%

ECO
FRIENDLY

100%

CeraPhi Energy can target retrofitting millions

ECO
FRIENDLY

transmission and distribution systems together

of MWs of energy now produced by fossil fuels

with current and future consumers would

such as gas, coal and oil. The CeraPhiWell

benefit from clean energy with significantly

solution uses existing infrastructure to retrofit

reduced development costs and lead time

and convert existing brownfield sites using heat

not susceptible to disruption during annual

from geothermal as a clean energy. Existing

hurricanes and storms.

™

Karl Farrow said: “ I have worked with Josh for a number of
years now and he brings a wide experience of project risk
management, banking and funding, and we have looked at a

Sital Joshi

number of geothermal opportunities together already, so for
me he is already an integral piece of our strategic jigsaw and I
am thrilled to welcome him to the companies Advisory Board
where along with all our board members I am sure Josh will
play an instrumental role in the day to day strategic growth of
the business.”

“Series A Team”
addition

Josh will support the business in commercial mergers,
acquisitions, project funding and equity fund-raising activities.
BRL is headquartered in London, England, with associate
offices in USA and Africa. BRL is led by motivated and
experienced professionals, bringing together diverse

As part of our ongoing Funding and Investment Round,

expertise with backgrounds and deep sector knowledge in

CeraPhi has added Sital Joshi to its advisory board. Sital

the renewables sector, with long-standing experience in

Joshi, known as Josh, joins the CeraPhi Advisory Board

investment banking, fund management, research, institutional

with an active role as a Director of Boustead Renewables

investing, and public sector consulting.

BRL. He is an expert in Renewable Energy Infrastructure
Funding routes throughout the development cycle and

BRL’s key renewables operates in markets including solar

has 20 years’ experience working in infrastructure

PV, onshore wind, geothermal, WTE, hydro, biomass and

advisory services and renewable energy project finance.

infrastructure-related innovation. With excellent connections
in these sectors, BRL can engage from Early Stage in the

He has advised on projects ranging from £5m to £6bn in

development cycle enabling BRL to consult on the provision of

transaction size in a variety of sectors including rail, education,

finance to help clients enter the construction phase.

central Government as well as energy infrastructure.
Josh said: “Having been in the investment sector for over 20
years and having focused on renewables for a number of them
now, investment interest in Geothermal is certainly increasing
its baseload offering and now with companies like CeraPhi
increasing the ability to make geothermal an anywhere and
scalable plug and play solution, it’s great to be able to be part
of their Advisory Board”.
Glen brings more than 25 years’ experience in the energy
sector, working for companies like Chrysaor and ConocoPhillips
managing QHSE compliance and regulatory frameworks.
Glen, an experienced engineer in the offshore oil, gas and wind
industries starts with the company following recent project
awards as part of the company’s growth strategy within the
development of Geothermal projects.

Glen Falco

He brings excellent transferable skills to the team with vast
experience in roles both project and corporate.
“It’s fantastic to have the opportunity to be involved with such
an innovative company with a different approach to clean

Taking the lead
in compliance …

energy. My role links my Oil & Gas background and a previous
role after transitioning and spending a number of years at the
front end of the offshore wind sector in the region.”
Gary Williams, CeraPhi COO, said : “Glen is well known to us
through the various roles he has held in the Oil &Gas sector,
both locally and around the world and comes with a great

CeraPhi Energy are pleased to announce that Glen

reputation of being a diligent, experienced and fair leader

Falco has joined the CeraPhi Energy team as Head of

within the areas he excels in. We are all very pleased to have

Compliance and Project Support.

him on board and to play an vital role in the CeraPhi family.”

New Regional Heads
announced in CeraPhi Team

Laffayette Herring –
Vice President North America

Farley Vilaca –
Commercial Manager Latin America

Third Generation Houstonian, Lafayette has 30 Years in

Based in Rio de Janeiro, Farley brings 30 years as a senior

the Texas and wider US energy space. A senior energy

energy sector expert with an MBA in Enterprise Management,

project developer across North America, he has worked

Master’s Degree in Systems of Innovation and Open Innovation

for more than 15 years in executive level roles in major

Management. He is an expert in market intelligence, business

utilities businesses across the midstream and downstream

development, international partnership, negotiation, crisis

energy sector, dealing with regulatory and legislative

management and leadership for problem solving and

issues and policy change. He has a BA in political science

technology qualification, strategic disruptive technologies for

at the University of Houston and an MBA in finance form

cost reduction and increase performance to the energy sector.

Kellstadt Graduate School of Business at DePaul University.

Nezar Afshar – Commercial Manager
Middle East North Africa

Ken Seymour Ph.D. – Commercial Manager
- Sub Saharan Africa

Dubai-based Nezar has 33 years of upstream experience

Ken has 40 years’ experience in the energy sector, studying

within the energy sector. A former Baker Drilling Services

with a Shell Scholarship at University of Leeds where he

Operations and Business Development Executive, Nezar

obtained a first-class honour in degree in Mining Engineering

holds a master’s degree in engineering from Strathclyde

and a PhD in Rock Mechanics. A solid career through BP, CNR,

University, is responsible for the development and

in drilling management and business development with over

management of multimillion dollars contracts in many

20 years consulting roles for most of major international

counties across the Middle East region for major oilfield

companies operating within the Sub-Saharan region of Africa.

services companies and major energy developers.

Cornelius
Thomas
Geary IV
has left
the building
A founder round investor, a friend, a gentleman, a

He has written numerous plays, screenplays, poems, and a

husband, a father, a son, a brother, a nephew, and soon-

novel along with the biography All Heart, the Baseball Life of

to-be first-time grandfather was a renaissance man,

Frank Torre, about the 1957 World Series winning Milwaukee

author, screenwriter, playwright, wordsmith, a writer’s

Braves first baseman.

writer, public relations genius, tenacious hoops warrior,
lover of Shakespeare and poetry. The rare combination

Cornelius was an active businessman and contributor to

of Elvis man and Beatles acolyte, drummer for the late

social causes throughout Galveston County. He served on

1960’s underground sensation Darkside Headache, the

the Galveston Regional Chamber of Commerce Advocacy and

original unadulterated Ayatollah of Rock and Rolla, and a

Legislative Affairs Committees and was a long-time supporter

legendary legend, has departed for a paradise that looks

of young entrepreneurs through Lemonade Day Galveston

a lot like Jamaica. All scheduled gigs are cancelled, sorry

County. The first to call the Galveston Chamber after Hurricane

no refunds; Merch is still available, cash only.

Ike offering assistance to get them back in operation to
continue to serve the business community. He worked tirelessly

Cornelius grew up in Milwaukee and attended Marquette

on legislative and advocacy issues that supported the business

University High School (1964- 1968). He graduated in 1974

community and their ability to conduct business.

from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee with a Bachelor
of Arts (B.A.) in English, Cum Laude. In 1977 he received his

He was an Outstanding Board Member of the Texas City-La

Master of Arts (M.A) in English literature from the University of

Marque Chamber of Commerce, and 2010 Chairman, where

Southern California.

he played a significant role on the committee that funded the
final payment of the Chamber Building Debt. Cornelius was

In his own words, he worked as “a small-town newspaper

an active member of the Rotary Club of Texas City and was

reporter and a big city magazine editor. Wrote about sports,

the driving force behind the Galveston County Small Business

energy, politics, crime, nature, business, and art.” The bulk of his

Development Centre for ten years.

professional career was spent working at Amoco Corporation,
later BP (British Petroleum), first as Editor of the Jobber

In Galveston, Chicago and Milwaukee, he leaves behind a

magazine, and then in a public affairs and crisis communications

cavalcade of family, friends, and colleagues who will miss his

role with BP, which kept him very busy.

wit, wisdom, and willingness to roll up his sleeves to edit any

Later in life, he became a published author with multiple books

project on a moment’s notice. His wife, children, family, and

including, La Gitana & the Lady Bullfighters of Mexico, with

friends will sorely miss him.

Sandra Martinez Geary. A true-life account of a daring troupe
of women bullfighters who defied convention and successfully

In Loving Memory - Cornelius Thomas Geary IV,

toured the Plazas de Toros of Mexico, Central, and Latin America

May 13, 1950 - May 10, 2021

in the 1940s and ’50s, recently turned into a screenplay and
currently in script development as a feature film.

Global Energy Developer
Delivering Integrated Geothermal
Energy Solutions
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